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The issue

Since 2013, Insee has been disseminating 
grid data on its website. But, for many users, 
it has not been an easy experience :

- data were in Mapinfo format,

- there has been no mapping, no cartography

- the way confidentiality was delt was (very) 
hard to understand

- data were released only on populated cells

=> only GIS professional with statistical skills 
were able to download and use the data.
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The data

•Income tax and housing tax : these 

files provide information on income, but 

also the number of people in the 

household and the characteristics of the 

dwelling.

•Data are geocoded as we are able to 

know on which parcel the dwelling is.
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The Specify needs

•In order to build a new product, we :

•conducted a survey among our users,

•planned several meetings with local urban 
agencies, municipalities, …

•asked our regional units the questions 
they had

•made a benchmark of other european 
websites (Norway, Netherlands, and 
Slovenia)
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The guidelines

•Simplify the methodology

•Disseminate more indicators

•Offer a visualisation and use open 

source format to increase the audience 

of these data

•And also :

•Review the treatment of some 
indicators (winsorized income, owners, 
old people, etc.)
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The rules

•To ensure confidentiality, we can’t 

disseminate any data if the cell contains 

less than 11 households.

•We can’t disseminate the number of 

poor households if their rate is higher 

than 80 %
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Simplify the methodology

« Natural » level grid
(1st level of release)

Grid of 1 km² and 200m*200m Square cells
(presence of imputed data)

Smallest cells with at least 11 households.
==> different cell sizes (from 200m to 32km)
The true total of each variable is released on every cell

Cells with less than 11 households must be grouped together until groups of cells comprising a total of at leat 11 households
Once they are grouped, the average value of the group, weighted by the number of individuals, is imputed to each cell, and fo
These cells are hatched on the Geoportal.

No statistical information is released on cells that contain less than 11 households
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Disseminate more indicators

FiLoSoFi
(tax and social

files)

Number of individuals
Number of households
Number of single-person households
Number of households with 5 or more 
individuals

Number of individuals by age group

Number of dwelling built by period
Number of social housing dwellings

Sum of the surface areas of the dwellings

Number of owner households
Number of single-parent households

Number of multi-dwelling households
Number of single-dwelling households

Sum of disposable income of individuals (« winsorized »)

Number of poor households
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Dissemination : developping visualisation

?
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Dissemination : developping visualisation

?
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IGN’s Geoportal
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IGN’s Geoportal
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On insee.fr

•R program to compute data on custom 

zone

•Empty grid provided
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On the web

Diapo 2 – insee.fr
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On newspapers..

Income, Age,
density :

France grid with
an accuracy of

200m

Do you earn
more or less than
your neighbour ?

Telegraphe de Brest BFM TV



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOldKqh7UoA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOldKqh7UoA
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